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Hotel 7B, Biarritz, France

The Scandinavian designer Jacob Jensen established his studio in 

1958 and over the following decades created the revolutionary, 

pure and now classic form language which has made him one 

of the world’s most recognised designers. Jacob Jensen has 

19 products included in The Design Study Collection and The 

Design Collection of The Museum of Modern Art in New York.

Jacob Jensen’s son Timothy Jacob Jensen has established the 

trademark JACOB JENSEN and clarified the universal potential 

of the form language by transferring it to many product groups. 

Bell Xpress has been an important player on this journey and  

has fathered the product line presented in this catalogue.

This catalogue shows the JACOB JENSEN™ Telephone Series  

as well as selected products for hotel guest rooms and hotel  

gift shops. Equipped with various features the telephones have  

one thing in common: they are all very suitable for hotels. 

Further, the unique design completes the room refurnishing and 

adds “that little something” to the overall impression giving the 

guest an even more beautiful stay at your hotel.
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Hotel Casa Angelina, 

Praiano, Italy

Hotel 7B, Biarritz, France

Company Profile

Bell Xpress converts ideas into reality. Through an intense 

product development followed by a focused marketing and 

selling process, we have ensured that customers all over the 

world demand and buy our products. This is why Bell Xpress 

above all is a company with a stern focus on the global market.

Bell Xpress is an innovative player in the market of Danish 

design. The partnership with the Jacob Jensen design studio 

has ensured a broad range of state of the art life style 

products. We are proud of our product range, and we know 

that our customers appreciate the high value of the products.

We challenge ourselves and aim to create premium quality in 

every task. Every member of the Bell Xpress team is committed 

towards the company values and takes pride in the work we do 

together.

Contact:

Bell Xpress A/S · Sletvej 50 · 8310 Tranbjerg J · Denmark

Phone: +45 70 22 60 33 · mail@bellxpress.dk

www.bellxpress.dk

Selection of references

Park Hyatt Zanzibar, Tanzania

Amanruya Bodrum, Turkey

Amanpulo Pamalican Island, The Philippines

D-Hotel Maris, Turkey

The Ritz-Carlton, Wolfsburg, Germany

Regent Phuket Cape Panwa, Thailand

Marriott, Berlin 

Landvetter Airport Hotel - Harryda, Sweden

Claridge’s, London

Four Seasons, St. Petersburg

Marriott, EDITION, Istanbul

Hyatt Burny, Vladivostok

Hyatt Regency - Golden Horn, Vladivostok

Andaz Amsterdam

The Romanos, Costa Navarino, Greece

Mandarin Oriental Hotel, Barcelona

AC Hotels, Italy, Spain & Portugal

The Met Hotel, Thessaloniki, Greece

Hotel Missoni, Edinburgh, Scotland

W Doha Hotel and Residences, Doha, Qatar

Formula 1 Yas Hotel, Abu Dhabi

W Hotel Bangkok, Thailand

Hilton, Bangkok, Thailand

Djibouti Palace Kempinski, Africa
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Telephone 5010  A digital telephone equipped with the latest 

DECT technology and delivered with an extra cordless handset 

including charger. The telephone has a long range with  

digital call clarity and user-friendly menu-driven functions.  

Six handsets can be registered to one single base unit.  

The telephone is switchboard compatible.

The telephone is equipped with a wide range of functions, 

giving great convenience in managing your telephone calls  

e.g. Phone Book, Redial List, Call Log List, adjustable volume, 

intercom between handsets, paging from the base, time and 

date stamp, mute, eight specially composed ringing tones and 

much more.

A fully charged handset has 12 hours talk time or seven days 

standby time. Range up to 50 metres indoor and 300 metres 

outdoor. Furthermore, the telephone is provided with an 

intelligent low radiation feature ensuring that the strength of 

the radio frequency signal (RF), is automatically adjusted to 

the lowest possible.

The telephone as well as the cordless handset can be free-

standing or mounted on the wall.

Telephone 5010  l  The new generation

Hotel features

•	 Eight programmable memory keys

•	 Pre-defined configurations of the user  

menu and functions

•	 User blocking to avoid guest room changes

•	 Message waiting indication

•	 Configuration memory back-up

•	 Speaker phone

•	 Possibility to connect headset



9Telephones  l  For nice conversations

Telephone 1  A small and exquisite telephone. The keys 

placed on the stand, directly under the handset, make it easy 

to operate. The telephone is equipped with a memory for 

the most used number, ten secondary numbers and a redial 

function for the last number called. The R-key is for calls using 

a switchboard, with mute function in the handset and a high 

or low ringing tone adjustment. 
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Telephone 3  Elegant and stylish telephone. Displays the 

number dialled. The telephone is equipped with a memory for 

the four most used numbers, ten secondary numbers and a 

redial function for the last number called. The R-key is for calls 

using a switchboard, with mute function in the handset and a 

high or low ringing tone adjustment.

Wake Up Clock  l  When time calls

Wake Up Clock  The clock is equipped with a crescendo alarm 

and an infinite snooze function which postpones the alarm for 

eight minutes each time it is activated. The background light is 

automatically turned on when the alarm goes off but can also 

be activated on demand by pressing either side of the top-

button momentarily.

Time setting is easily done by pressing the front key and the 

display indicates whether you are setting the time or the alarm 

and whether the alarm is activated or not. The inner circle 

flashes once every second and the alarm symbol is shown in 

the centre when the alarm is active. 

A key lock function secures the buttons and ensures that the 

clock is not activated whilst packed in the suitcase. 
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Tealight Holders  The tealight holders are made with finesse 

in solid glass and the design gives maximum sparkle and 

interesting reflexes. An eyecatcher that creates attention on 

it’s own but even better when set up in combinations.

Available in four colours: clear, smoke, amber and green.

Tealight Holders



13Red Dot Design Award  l  2000 Weather Station I  l  For an even better view of the weather

Indoor Thermometer  For measuring the room temperature.

Memory for minimum and maximum readings.

Choice of Celsius or Fahrenheit.

Radio Controlled Clock  Receives a time-setting radio  

signal and indicates the exact time in a 24-hour format.  

Furthermore provided with a date indicator, an alarm with  

two types of signal, a snooze-function, a back light for the 

display and a key lock. Option to set the time manually.

Alarm Clock  24-hour clock with alarm function. 

Built-in light and snooze function.

The products can be free-standing or they can be mounted  

on the wall using a JACOB JENSEN™ Mounting Plate.  

The products can also be mounted on a JACOB JENSEN™ Stand – 

on its own or together.
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Electric Kettles  Light cordless kettles designed in sandblasted 

aluminium with black elements. The kettles are available in 

two sizes; 0.6 litre capacity and 1.2 litre capacity. The small 

kettle is especially suited for hotel rooms and studio flats. 

Both kettles have the unique and space-saving feature of 

optional wall mount (wall mounting set included).  

The ergonomic handle and one-touch opening makes it easy  

to operate. 

Other features are 360° base, safety lid with automatic switch 

off, removable stainless steel limescale filter and possibility of 

filling the kettle through the spout. 

Furthermore, the 1.2 litre kettle has a water level indicator on 

the front.

Available in three colours: silver, black and gold.
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Knives  The range of knives is designed to be in perfect 

balance with a superb blade and grip in order to ensure 

maximum control and pleasure when in use.

These high-grade knives are forged from one piece of high 

quality steel using the newest technology in combination with 

more than 150 years of refined craftsmanship. Together this 

ensures an ultimate product.

The handles are injection moulded in POM material and heat-

sealed to ensure a high standard of hygiene. 

The blades are made of stainless steel 4116x50 CrMoV15 DIN 

norm 4116. Rockwell 57 +/- 1. 

Bread Knife 24 cm

Chef’s Knife 19 cm

Santoku Knife 18 cm 



19Carving Boards

Carving Board 33x27x3 cm  Functional and sustainable carving 

board in a sharp and linear bamboo design. The board has 

grooves to allow crumbs to fall into on one side and is plain  

on the other side.

Chopping Board 25x25x3 cm The small and handy chopping 

board is plain on both sides and is almost indispensable, not 

only for chopping but also as a nice serving plate.

 

Bamboo is a grass and is the fastest growing woody plant on 

earth. Bamboo is a more sustainable choice of material than 

conventional hardwood and the key factors contributing to 

the sustainability of bamboo are its characteristic rapid growth 

and its reduction of environmental toxins. 



JACOB JENSEN is a trademark of JACOB JENSEN HOLDING ApS and is used under license by JACOB JENSEN BRAND ApS

JACOB JENSEN™  I  Products by Bell Xpress, Denmark  I  Tel: +45 7022 6033  I  www.bellxpress.dk  I  www.jacobjensen.com
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